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Market Driven
Research
Getting a strong start in GTM efforts
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• Innovation Manager at LTU Business, focus on Raw Material and
renewable energy within industry and academia

• Previously financial analyst and Mgmt Consultant [BCG]

• Co-Developer of IDD, method presented today which is also used in TTOs
at LTU and other Universities, RISE and EIT RM Upscaling projects

• LTU Business is the TTO of LTU, but also the largest consultancy
firm in northern Nordics - specializes in Innovation management

• Participates in 25+ EIT RM projects

• Test and validate >200 ideas p.a. from LTU + 150 ideas from SMEs

• LTU Business is a partner of the project RMTechFlow – focusing
on educating researchers and TTOs in best practices related to
commercialization of research

Brief presentation



• Understand the concepts of market driven research and how 
it can be applied in commercialization efforts and in research 
projects

• Learn how to describe and analyze an idea or innovation from 
a market and industry perspective

• Learn how to formulate key hypotheses on market needs to 
enable fast validation

Objectives and learning goals of today´s session

• Enable efficient processes for understanding and testing the 
industry/market interest in your IP

• Iterate or re-focus your work for highest impact
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Contextualizing some problems we’ve seen

Establishing current state and direction

Describing the intended VP of the innovation

The need of the innovation

Features and benefits breakdown

Benchmarking competing solutions

TRL and CRL 

Get fast market insight – enable fast validation

Constructing actionable hypotheses and questions 

Conduct interviews, iterate and move on

Agenda
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An overview of very common problems we‘ve come across
- You might recognize some of them

Waiting too long to gain real market 
insight – know what factors are truly 

important to address in project

Not analyzing competitor games, 
solutions or trends

Over-developing in isolation – market 
changes while you invest money in 

‘the perfect solution’

Not building viable business model and 
value chains constructed from validated 

facts from the market

Not understanding your market’s size 
and dynamics – nor establishing a 

clear view of the target market

Poor internal alignment on the mission 
and end goal of the upscaling project
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Key is to find obstacles before it‘s too late
- Iteration is always a part of risky innovation projects – why make even more risky

Time
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The method Innovation Due Diligence phases the process
- A build-up view on how to efficiently test innovations

IDD - How

Commercialization

strategy

What does the market and 

competition look like and how

can we reach it profitably?

IDD - What

The current state

What is the status of the 

innovation, what does it do 

and what unique benefits

does it create?

So what? IDD - Where

Target market selection

What markets and types of

customers are of most

interest to the innovation?

So what?
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The first process we will go through is about establishing some key 
current state factors – Needed to enable market validation

We will go through all of the most important 
elements within the first step (IDDwhat)

• Describing the innovation attractively

• Understanding the Need

• Understand what features produces what benefits

• First competitive mapping

• TRL and CRL – how ready is your innovation?

• Validation and requirements



How can the description be used and why is it 
important?

An elevator speech that sums up all key aspects of your innovation 
“the tip of the iceberg” 

A short brief that can easily be communicated without revealing and company 
secrets or IP

The key running hypothesis that everyone in the team can agree upon – even 
though it might change later on

The description is important not only externally, but also internally 
and is used for many different reasons



How can the description be used and why is it 
important?

The rules of a strong innovation description
- Might sound banal but we’ve seen so many good innovations fail because of this

Rules for first VP description

• Anyone should understand the description

• Should give a sense of tangibility to what they would 
actually buy [e.g. product, service?]

• Do NOT reveal anything on how it works

• It should be short and don’t use technical jargons

• Makes it possible to understand overall benefit and 
potential users



Having a VERY clear view on the need addressed is paramount
– Build your way from there by validating on a few simple questions

What IS the problem/Improvement?

• When is the problem experienced? How often?

• How big is the problem? How spread is it [e.g. 
depth and width of problem]?

• How is it solved? How valuable would a new 
solution be?

Who has the problem?

• Who has the need? Companies or consumers? 
What segment or use areas?

• How many are they? Where are they?

Level of certainty

?



The solution need alignment process – risk mitigation

Need understanding
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Validated HIGH RISK:
Would be costly adjustment of tech to need

POTENTIAL RISK
Low alignment with solution capabilities
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Validated

Always express the need
In IDDwhat – tech brief

Always express the solution
In tech description in IDDwhat

There are clear risks in not knowing the 
need nor the solution…

…And we want the need to guide the 
process 



Mapping of features and benefit is a core touchpoint between investment 
and development in features and market demand for benefits

What is the exercise?

• Breaking down all the features of the 
innovation to understand how they 
individually and collectively create benefits 
values by customers

• Build a logical tree of the value-creation, 
use as basis for further refinement 
through market interactions

• Aim at quantifying benefits and values

Why is it important?

• Customers don’t buy features – they buy 
benefits
• Creates avoidance of too high tech 

development focus

• Gives a clear framework of benefits to test –
often rendering in being able to avoid costly 
feature developments not valued by 
customers

• Identifies core features to be further 
developed – e.g. focuses efforts



What are features, benefits and values?

Actual and factual components 
and factors within the innovation

‘ What is it’?

Quantifiable benefits resulted from 
unique set of features

‘ What can it do for me’?

The actual value that consumers 
get when buying the benefits

‘What does that mean for me’?

Features Benefits Values

Example:
• Software
• Components
• Material
• Processes

Example:
• Performance
• Cost/Time saving
• Environmental 

aspects
• Life Cycle

Example:
• Money, time or 

options
• Image or brand
• Less stress



The process is often complex and very iterative – but provides high 
values to the final VP and factors to be verified
Start with what you have Test and refine

B1

F1 F3

B2.1

F4 Missing

• First version based on current state 
and features

• Un-valued benefits/features 
need to be cut

• Focus on developing key 
benefits

F1 F2 F3 F4

B1 B2 B3

Values of exercise

• Creates internal alignment on 
development; Which features 
need to be developed

• Enables clear articulation of 
figures of merit, e.g. what 
parameters are key

• Key performance factors can be 
benchmarked to competitors

• Customers know what they would 
buy



Mapping and analyzing competitors is always a critical exercise
- At this stage we focus only on competing solutions [not companies]

Identify and place the key benefits 
and advantages.

Start with hypothesis on the 
disadvantage and advantages. 

Validation will follow later

Try to find quantified advantages 
during the IDD process. 

Place you innovation in relation to 
the competing solutions.

Your innovation don’t have to be 
perfect or best at everything. It only 
needs to be better, cheaper or solve 
the problem more efficiently than 

your competitors. 

Summarize and compile the 
competing solutions at a high-

level. 

Don’t have to be on organizational 
or entity level but are preferable 
grouped based on solution type 

(i.e helicopter).

Identify the competing solutions
Map their advantage and 

disadvantage
Identify your competitive 

advantage

Iteration



Early and continuously in project: plan what actions are 
needed to accelerate on TRL and CRL

Understanding of market need
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What are the values?

• It allows ‘objective’ evaluation of the overall 
development status of an innovation project

• Enables you to mitigate development risks by 
ensuring CRL is counterbalancing TRL
• E.g. forces customer need focus

• Allows for planning of actions needed to 
accelerate the development
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Key is to find potential target markets and test the demand
- Here we need to start engaging with the market

• Provides a short-list of the most interesting target market to further 

investigate

• Forces real market insights [not gut-feelings], based on primary 

research, that will significantly enhance the quality of the 

innovation development

• Gives a first view on development options and prioritizations of 

markets

• New developments might open up new market potentials 

• Provides market facts to ask the paramount question: Why?

What are possible markets and we 

want them and they want us?

Segment descriptions

Possible customer segments

Validation of customer segments 

Real 

customer 

need

Need-

solution-fit

Chall., 

Opps and 

size
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Aim is to have a fast process where hypothesized needs can be verified
- Only a few phone calls often changes the case completely

We will go through the key steps in first 
market validations…

…Which we know will enable you to already 
here achieve a lot of value

• Build hypotheses on market segments

• Find the right validators

• Constructing very quick core questions

• Conducting interviews

• Analyzing and finding next steps

• Gain fast first hand market intelligence –
enable validation or iteration of innovation 
scope

• Rather now than in a few years

• Many projects we’ve seen have had no or 
limited real market insight going into the 
project – often leading to failures

• E.g. built on assumptions

• Easy way to mitigate risk, but also improve 
research applications significantly



Building hypotheses is a creative process based on facts and 
know-how

• From the current state we have analyzed the benefits and the need of the solution. What are the different 
target markets that value these benefits and could have the biggest need?

• We want to get information as quick as possible and focus our efforts where the actual need and 
opportunities exist 

• We don't have to be right regarding the markets starting off, but we have to start somewhere to work our 
way to the finalized primary target market.

Who would need 
this 

product/service?

Mining 
companies?

Building 
contractors?

Railway 
operators?

Current state

• Benefits, 
Features, 
Values

• Need

Creative process

• Intellectual

• Workshop

• Internet search

• Contacts 

Potential target
market(s)

• Need

• Potential users

• Potential 
market



Example: A headphone innovation idea
- We start very wide – but need to have an idea of need areas to verify

Benefit/feature Potential Markets Needs hypotheses

What are the differentiating benefits offered?
What customer group would value this 

benefit?
Why would the customer group need the benefit?

Benefit 1 

Eliminates outside noise XY better than closest 

competitors

▪ Travelers/commuters

▪ Office workers

▪ Noise sensitive individuals

Often visit situations with high noise levels [e.g. 

while traveling]

Benefit 2

Sufficiently good sound quality
▪ Music lovers

▪ Gamers

Value high quality sound or work in a field where 

sound quality is relatively important

Benefit 3 

Improved range/flexibility
▪ Trainers/workout

▪ Runners
Value/need the flexibility that no wires provide.

Later these are used to combine valued benefits to find the best suited consumer group to verify



Finding validators: It’s interesting how many validators you 
can find within your own network 

1. Users: the persons who have direct knowledge and often day-to-
day experience of the potential problem

2. User-close validators/Supply chain actors: Persons not directly 
involved in the actual use but have closeness to users or the 
implications of the problem [e.g. retailer for consumer products, 
or a steel mill purchasing iron ore pellets.]

3. Decision makers: In many cases the decision makers are not the 
same as users, and these might have other requirements

Other stakeholders with insights

• Technical experts: People with deep insight in the application area

• Competitors: Potential future competitors with a market presence

• Policy makers: Often legislative representatives

• Industry experts: Interest groups, associations etc.

What do 
we want to 

know?

Who could know that?

How do we 
find them?

• Where do we have informational gaps?
• What more do we need to know regarding; 

• the problem, need and requirements?

• Leverage your, or your organizations, 
contacts: Industry persons, companies, 
experts, academics etc.

• Networking sites: LinkedIn etc.
• Conferences and tradeshows
• Internet search on market participants 

(company websites, trade associations & 
interest groups)

• Industry publications and research

1
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Build hypotheses on target market
Frame which markets could be of interest, e.g. hypothesize the need

At this stage we only want to verify 3 core questions
- This allows for fast validation and short interviews

The nature of the problem; understand the process in which the problem occurs, when does the problem 
occurs, which persons/functions/processes are affected by the problem? How do you currently handle the 
problem?

The depth/value of the problem: What are the implications of the problem? What costs, operational losses or 
other inefficiencies does it cause? Is it a often reoccurring problem causing small losses or is it seldom causing 
big losses? If it’s not a thought of problem: How big would the improvement potential be?

The width/spread of the problem: How common is this problem? Is it something felt only by a specific 
company or person, or is it industry-wide? – This will provide a first view on the tentative market size

Can the innovation’s benefits solve the problem? How is it better/worse than how the problem is currently 
handled? 

Are there any key requirements? Changes in trends, operations or technology that affects the innovations 
potential?  

Understanding 
the problem 

and need: 
on 3 levels

Solution - Need 
fit

Initial 
challenges/

opportunities



Our most important learnings from conducting 1000+ interviews 
every year

They don’t 
always know 
the problem

Try to ask for 
further 
contacts

Listen for the 
unexpected

Take clear 
notes

• Sometimes the need that you address is not always perceived as a problem – because it works and always 
been done the same way Then you need to show and describe the improvement potential offered by your 
innovation – often this leads to them realizing that there actually is a problem

• If you’ve interviewed a very knowledgeable validator, always ask respectfully if they know any 
further contacts that might be of value to your investigation

• While always having key questions in mind, listen for the unexpected
• Validators have deep knowledge within the specific area and you need to listen and elaborate on new 

insights that you had not anticipated – might lead to a new market or application

• This might sound like a given; but take clear notes that is understandable not only to you but also 
to others

This will help you in analysis phases!



After having conducted the interviews we need to compile and 
decide on where to focus further efforts in the GTM-WP 

The process The evaluation – rate the markets and decide on targeting

Hypothesizing and building 
questions

Finding validators and 
interviewing

Iterating and focusing

Market perspective/
They want us

Internal perspective/
We want them

1 Rating Key logic Rating Key logic

2

3

• Market perspective/They want us:
• Clearly identified and verified need and importance [value] of need
• Few other options on solutions
• Opportunities/challenges for market in the future

• Internal perspective/We want them
• High Solution-need fit, e.g. low requirement of alterations to solution
• High potential market
• High/Attractive opportunities [trends, legal, requirements, competition]



THANK YOU!


